Archaeology Safety Proposal
Event Name: Archaeology Event Location: Eastern Campus Bloc (62), Courtyard Event Coordinator: Katie Bartel (kwbartel@mit.edu), Billy DeMaio (demaio@mit.edu)

**Event Description:** We will be recreating an archaeological dig site in the sand pit that is technically a volleyball court. Prior to the event, upperclassmen will bury plaster-casted fake bones and other objects in the sand pit. We will have small shovels, trowels, and toothbrushes for the pre-freshmen to use to uncover the buried objects.

**Safety Concerns: Use of Tools** - Tools will include shovels, trowels, and toothbrushes. Tools will only be used under supervision.

**Stepping on Things** - Prefreshmen will be required to wear shoes to participate. We will ensure that none of the buried objects are sharp or potentially harmful.

**Plumbing Pipes Under the Sand** - No items will be buried and no holes will be dug more than 10 inches into the sand to avoid hitting the sprinkler lines buried there.